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Legal Disclaimer

Warning: All the information presented in “Bodyweight M.A.S.S." is for
educational and resource purposes only. It is not a substitute for or an addition to
any advice given to you by your physician or health care provider.
Consult your physician before making any changes to your lifestyle, diet, or
exercise habits. You are solely responsible for the way information in "Bodyweight
M.A.S.S." is perceived and utilized and so, you do so at your own risk.
In no way will any persons associated with "Bodyweight M.A.S.S." be held
responsible for any injuries or problems that may occur due to the use of this
book or the advice contained within.
Personal Disclaimer

We are not doctors, nor do we possess a degree in nutrition. The advice we give is
based on years of practical application, dealing with the needs of our own health
and physiques as well as the needs of others. Any recommendations we may
make to you regarding diet, including, supplements and herbal or nutritional
treatments must be discussed between you and your doctor/s.
Muscle-Building Disclaimer

Required Legal Disclaimer: Due to recent laws from the FTC, it is required that all
companies identify what a “typical” result is. The truth is that most people never
do anything when it comes to trying building muscle. They might buy a million
products, including this one, but never do anything with the information they
have in hand. The testimonials that you saw were of people who took action,
followed a healthy lifestyle, exercised, and ate a balanced nutritional diet. If you
want results like them, you should do this too.
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Introduction

When it comes to building muscle, it’s no secret that intensity is critical. That said, when
we’re referring to bodyweight training, intensity is limited.
This is why it’s important that – since intensity is limited – we focus on volume.
Volume: Sets x Reps
If we perform bodyweight pushups for 4 sets of 10 reps, our total volume is 40. We now
adapt to that stimulus in preparation to handle this stress again in the future. If we go in
the gym again the following week and perform the same total volume on pushups, our
body has no reason to adapt and thus we’re only working hard enough to maintain the
gains we’ve made.
If we want to increase the total volume, we have a couple of options:
1. Increase the amount of weight used without sacrificing sets and reps (this would
require equipment).
2. Increase the amount of reps performed without sacrificing weight and sets.
What about increasing the number of sets?
Couldn’t one just add more sets of pushups?
Sure, this can be done, but studies show that it’s only possible to a certain
degree before we experience diminishing returns.
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When it comes to small bodyweight movements, since we are limited to the amount of
weight we can increase, adding reps would be our best bet.
But if you’ve been training for long enough, you know that it’s easier said than done.
Especially as we get further into our lifting career and closer to our genetic ceiling.
I mean seriously, when’s the last time you saw someone performing pushups for
multiple sets of 100 reps?
This is why we’ve got to get a bit more strategic and where I recommend implementing
set-expansion a.k.a. finishers.
Failure: The point where you cannot complete another repetition with strict form.
The beyond failure techniques I am going to share will allow you to add total volume,
without increasing weight, by pushing beyond the normal limits of muscular failure
through extending work sets.
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Bodyweight Finishers: Arms

Total Arm Blitz Superset
Perform this superset for 3 minutes straight with little or no rest in between exercises.
A1) 3-Point Dip – 8 reps
A2) Inverted Curl – 8 reps

Triceps Gauntlet
Perform this circuit for 3 total sets. No rest in between exercises and as little rest as
possible in between circuits.
A1) 3-Point Dip – 8 reps
A2) Triceps Extensions – 8 reps
A3) Narrow Pushups – 8 reps
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Biceps Gauntlet
Perform this superset for 3 minutes straight with little or no rest in between exercises.
A1) Chin Ups — AMRAP
A2) Inverted Curls — 8 reps
*AMRAP – As Many Reps As Possible

Arm Annihilator
Perform this circuit for 2 total sets. No rest in between exercises and as little rest as
possible in between circuits.
A1) Chin Ups – 10 reps (or AMRAP)
A2) Bench Dips – 10 reps
A3) Inverted Curls – 10 reps
A4) Narrow Pushups – 10 reps
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Bodyweight Finishers: Chest

Chest Blitz Giant Sets
Perform this giant set for 3 minutes with little or no rest in between exercises.
A1) Feet Elevated Pushups – 7 reps
A2) Close-Grip Pushups – 7 reps
A3) Wide Width Pushups – 7 reps

Three Way Pushup Finisher
Start off with feet elevated pushups and perform a set until muscular failure. Once
you’ve fatigued, place your feet on the ground and perform a set of traditional pushups
until you cannot complete another rep. Once you’ve reached failure, place your hands
on a bench (chair, table, etc.) and complete one final set until you’ve reached failure.
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A1) Feet Elevated Pushups – AMRAP
A2) Pushups – AMRAP
A3) Elevated Pushups – AMRAP

100 Rep Pushups Ladder
Perform this circuit until you’ve completed 100 total repetitions. The goal is to complete
100 reps in as little time as possible.
A1) Pushups – 10 reps
A2) Wide Width Pushups – 10 reps
A3) Feet Elevated Pushups – 10 reps

Pushups Gauntlet
Perform this circuit for 3 total sets. No rest in between exercises and as little rest as
possible in between circuits.
A1) Wide Width Pushups – 8 reps
A2) Narrow Pushups – 8 reps
A3) Side to Side Pushups – 8 reps
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Bodyweight Finishers: Back

Back Blitz Superset
Perform this superset for 3 minutes straight with little or no rest in between exercises.
A1) Pullups — AMRAP
A2) Inverted Row — 8 reps
*AMRAP – As Many Reps As Possible

Pulling Gauntlet
Perform this circuit for 3 total sets. No rest in between exercises and as little rest as
possible in between circuits.
A1) Pullups — 8 reps
A2) Feet Elevated Inverted Row – 8 reps
A3) Inverted Row — 8 reps
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Isometric Finisher
Perform this exercise for the prescribed number of repetitions. On the last rep, hold the
isometric contraction at the top for as long as possible. Perform this for 3 sets with 1
minute rests in between each.
A) Feet Elevated Inverted Row (Advanced: Pull Up) – 10 reps

Inverted Row Ladder
Perform feet elevated rows for as many reps as possible. Once you’ve reached fatigue
and cannot perform another repetition, drop your feet to the ground and continue with
the standard inverted row. Once you can no longer complete another repetition, rest for
1 minute and repeat. Complete this circuit for a total of 3 sets.
A1) Feet Elevated Inverted Row – AMRAP
A2) Inverted Row - AMRAP
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Bodyweight Finishers: Legs

100 Rep Box Squat
Perform this circuit until you’ve completed 100 total repetitions.
A1) Single Leg Box Squat (Right) – 10 reps
A2) Single Leg Box Squat (Left) – 10 reps

Bodyweight Squat Finisher
For this finisher, use a slow rep tempo. Perform the exercise for as many reps as
possible in 1 minute. The goal is to outperform your previous performance.
A1) Bodyweight Squats – AMRAP (4:2:4:2)
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Quad Gauntlet
Perform a bodyweight squat for the prescribed repetitions. Immediately move to a wall
and perform the Wall-Squat Iso Hold for as long as possible. Once you’ve fatigued, rest
for 1 minute and repeat. Complete this circuit for 3 sets.
A1) Squat – 10-20 reps
A2) Wall-Squat Iso Hold – To Failure

100 Rep Glute March
Perform this circuit until you’ve completed 100 total repetitions.
A1) Glute March (Right Leg) – 10 reps
A2) Glute March (Left Leg) – 10 reps
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Bodyweight Finishers: Shoulders

Shoulder Gauntlet
Perform this circuit for 3 total sets. No rest in between exercises and as little rest as
possible in between circuits.
A1) 3-Point Pike – 10 reps
A2) Feet Elevated Pike – 10 reps
A3) Push Back – 10 reps

Isometric Finisher
Perform this exercise for the prescribed number of repetitions. On the last rep, hold the
isometric contraction at the mid-point of the range for as long as possible. Perform this
for 3 sets with 1 minute rests in between each.
A) 3-Point Pike (Advanced: Handstand Pushup) – 10 reps
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Bodyweight Finishers: Abs

Five Minute Core Conditioning
Perform each exercises for the prescribed number of reps, in a circuit, with little to no
rest in between exercises. Perform as many circuits as possible in 5 minutes.
A1) Reverse Crunches – 10 reps
A2) Windshield Wipers – 8 reps
A3) Bicycles – 15 reps

Isometric Abs Finisher
Perform this circuit for 3 minutes with little to no rest in between exercises.
A1) Hanging Leg Raises – 10 reps
A2) Hanging Knee Raises – 10 reps
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About the Author

Alain Gonzalez is a personal trainer, freelance writer and fitness consultant who
has dedicated his life to helping others meet their fitness goals.
His transformation has been featured in articles on websites all over the internet
and has given hope to countless hardgainers all over the world.
He is the founder of http://www.MuscleMonsters.com, a fitness site dedicated to
helping skinny guys and gals to build muscle and stay lean, and is the author of
"Bony to Brawny" – The skinny guy's secret to explosive muscle gains revealed.
Take care,

Alain Gonzalez
Author, Bony to Brawny
Certified Personal Trainer
Owner, Muscle Monsters LLC
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